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Abstract. Early prediction of ongoing activity has been more and more
valuable in a large variety of time-critical applications. To build an ef-
fective representation for prediction, human activities can be character-
ized by a complex temporal composition of constituent simple actions.
Different from early recognition on short-duration simple activities, we
propose a novel framework for long-duration complex activity prediction
by discovering the causal relationships between constituent actions and
the predictable characteristics of activities. The major contributions of
our work include: (1) we propose a novel activity decomposition method
by monitoring motion velocity which encodes a temporal decomposition
of long activities into a sequence of meaningful action units; (2) Proba-
bilistic Suffix Tree (PST) is introduced to represent both large and small
order Markov dependencies between action units; (3) we present a Pre-
dictive Accumulative Function (PAF) to depict the predictability of each
kind of activity. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated
on two experimental scenarios: activities with middle-level complexity
and activities with high-level complexity. Our method achieves promis-
ing results and can predict global activity classes and local action units.

1 Introduction

In recent years, research shows that modeling temporal structure is a basic
methodology for recognition of complex human activity [1–3]. These studies
extend the types of human activity that can be understood by machine vision
systems. Advances in this field made an important application become real:
predicting activities or imminent events from observed actions or events in the
video. Many intelligence systems can benefit from activity prediction. For in-
stance, in the sports video analysis, the capability of predicting the progress or
results of a sport game will be highly desirable. In public area, we want to equip
a surveillance system that can raise an alarm in advance before any potential
dangerous activity happens. In a smart room, people’s intention of activity can
be predicted by a user-friendly sensor-camera, so that the system will adaptively
provide services, even help if necessary.

Though human activity prediction is a very interesting and important prob-
lem, it is quite a new topic for the domain of computer vision. To the best of
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Fig. 1. Frameworks for two categories of activity prediction problems: (1) short-
duration simple activity prediction (e.g. “handshaking”), and (2) long-duration com-
plex activity prediction (e.g. “propose marriage”). The first problem can be solved in
the classic bag-of-words paradigm. Our approach aims to solve the second problem.

our knowledge, the work in [4] is the only one that explicitly raised this prob-
lem. However, they identified activity prediction with only early recognition of
short-duration single action, such as “hand shaking”, “pushing”. This assump-
tion strongly limits the types of activity that can be predicted and the earliness
of prediction. We believe that activity prediction is more desirable and valu-
able if it focuses on long-duration complex activities that are considered as a
composition of simpler actions, such as “propose marriage”.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, shown in Fig. 1, for predicting
long-duration complex activity by discovering the causal relationships between
constituent actions and predictable characteristic of the activities. The key of
our approach is to utilize the observed action units as context to predict the next
possible action unit, or predict the intension and effect of the whole activity. It is
thus possible to make prediction with meaningful earliness and have the machine
vision system provide a time-critical reaction. We represent complex activity
as sequences of discrete action units, which have specific semantic meanings
and clear time boundaries. To ensure a good discretization, we propose a novel
temporal segmentation method for action units by discovering the regularity of
motion velocity. And the key contribution of this work is the idea that causality of
action units can be encoded as a Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) with variable
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temporal scale, while the predictability can be characterized by a Predictive
Accumulative Function (PAF) learned from information entropy changes along
every stage of activity progress. In order to test the efficacy of our method, we
introduce a new dataset that focuses on complex activity in tennis game. Our
method aims to answer the challenging question: “can we predict who will win?”.
Also we test our method on another benchmark dataset about daily indoor living
activity. Our algorithm shows very promising results.

1.1 Related Work

Recently, there has been a surge in interest in complex activity recognition by
involving various context information represented by spatial or temporal logical
arrangements of several activity patterns. Most works aim to provide a good
interpretation of complex activity. However, in many cases, inferring the goal of
agents and predicting their plausible intended action are more desirable.

The three systems that are mostly related to our work are [4, 1, 3]. [4] argues
that the goal of activity prediction is to recognize unfinished activity from ob-
servation of its early stage. Two extensions of bag-of-words paradigm, dynamic
BoW and integral BoW are proposed to handle the sequential nature of human
activities. Since their model can be only suitable for prediction of instant single
action, the prediction power and scalability of their approach are limited. Also
they did not answer the question why a particular activity can be predicted.
And the algorithm relies on the strong assumption that the distribution of local
features at beginning portion of the video is discriminative for that activity.

Grammar based methods [5, 6] show effectiveness for composite human ac-
tivity recognition. [3] aims to deal with goal inference and intent prediction by
parsing video events based on a Stochastic Context Sensitive Grammar (SGSG)
which is automatically learned according to [7]. The construction of the hierar-
chical compositions of spatial and temporal relationships between the sub-events
is the key contribution of their work. Without a formal differentiation between
activity recognition and activity prediction, their system is actually doing an
online detection of interesting events. Two important aspects for prediction, the
earliness and the causality are missing in their discussion.

Syntactic model is a very powerful tool for representing activities with high
level temporal logic complexity. [1] proposes the idea that global structural in-
formation of human activities can be encoded using a subset of their local event
sequences. And they regarded discovering structure patterns of activity as a fea-
ture selection process. Although rich temporal structure information is encoded,
they did not consider any prediction possibility from there.

Although not dealing with activity prediction directly, several notable works
present various ways to handle activity structure. Logic based methods are pow-
erful in incorporating human prior knowledge and have a simple inference mech-
anism [8, 9]. To model temporal structure of decomposable activities, [10, 11]
extend the classic bag-of-words model by including segmentation and dynamic
matching. [12, 13] regard complex activity recognition as a constrained optimiza-
tion problem.
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1.2 Dataset

Our prediction model can be applied to a variety of human activities. The key
requirement is that the activity should have multiple steps where each step
constitutes a meaningful action unit. Without loss of generality, we choose two
datasets with significant different temporal structure complexity. First, we collect
real world video for tennis games between two top male players from YouTube.
Each point with an exchange of several strokes is considered as an activity in-
stance, which involves two agents. In total, we intercepted 160 video clips for
160 points from a 4 hour game. Then we separate them into two categories of
activity, where 80 clips are winning points and 80 clips are losing points with
respect to a specific player. So our prediction problem on this dataset becomes
an interesting question: “can we predict who will win?”. The dataset and pre-
diction task are illustrated in Fig. 2. Since each point consists of sequence of
action units with length ranging from one to more than twenty, tennis game has
a high-level temporal structure complexity in terms of both variance and order.

Observation 

t Player A 

Player B 

Activity Prediction: Who’s gonna win this point? 

Observation ??? 

Fig. 2. Left: tennis game dataset. Right: activity prediction task on this dataset.

Second, we choose Maryland Human-Object Interactions (MHOI) dataset
[14], which consists of 5 annotated activities: answering a phone call, making
phone call, drinking water, lighting a flash, pouring water into container. These
activities have about 3 to 5 action units each. And constituent action units share
similar human movements: 1) reaching for an object of interest, 2) grasping the
object, 3) manipulating the object, and 4) put back the object. For each activity,
we have 9 or 10 video samples. And there are 44 video clips in total. Examples
in this dataset are shown in Fig. 3.

2 Temporal Decomposition and Video Representation

2.1 Actionlets Detection by Motion Velocity

Temporal decomposition is the first key step for our representation of complex
activity. It is to find the frame indices that can segment a long sequence of
human activity video into multiple meaningful atomic actions. Relevant work
can be found in [15]. We call these atomic actions actionlets. We found that the
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Fig. 3. Temporal decomposition of activity. We use a sample from the activity class
“making a phone call” in the MHOI dataset to illustrate the proposed method. The left
figure shows the smoothed motion velocity curve and corresponding detected segmen-
tation points. The right figure shows several key frames extracted from each actionlet.
The green curves around human body indicate trajectories along interest points. The
red curves at the bottom of each image record the motion velocity progress.

velocity changes of human actions have similar periodic regularity. Fig. 3 shows
an example of action velocity tracking and corresponding activity segmentation.

The specific method has following several steps: 1) Use Harris Corner to find
significant key points; 2) Use Lucas-Kanade (LK) optical flow to generate the
trajectories for key points; 3) For each frame, accumulate the trajectories/tracks
at these points to get a velocity magnitude:

Vt =
∑

p(xi,t,yi,t)∈Ft

√
(xi,t − xi,t−1)2 + (yi,t − yi,t−1)2, (1)

where Vt represents the overall motion velocity at frame Ft, pi is the ith interest
point found in frame Ft. And (xi,t, yi,t) is the position of point pi in the frame.
We can observe that each hill in the graph represents a meaningful atomic action.
For each atomic action, the start frame and the end frame always have the lowest
movement velocity. And the velocity reaches the peak at the intermediate stage of
each action. To evaluate our temporal decomposition approach, a target window
with size of 15 frames around the human labeled segmentation point would be
our ground truth. We manually labeled 113 actionlets for all 44 videos in the
MHOI dataset. The accuracy of automatic actionlets segmentation is 0.79. For
the tennis game dataset, we cut videos into top-half and bottom-half to handle
actionlets of two players. We labeled 40 videos with 253 actionlets in it. The
actionlet segmentation accuracy is 0.82.

2.2 Activity Encoding

Based on accurate temporal decomposition results, we can easily cluster actionlet
into meaningful groups so that each activity can be represented by a sequence
of actionlets in a syntactic way. A variety of video descriptors can be used here
as long as it can provide a discriminative representation for the actionlets.
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Due to different spatial extent of human in the scene and different background
motion styles, we use two approaches to compute descriptors for tennis game
dataset and MHOI dataset respectively. For the MHOI dataset which has a
large scale human in the scene and a static background, we use the 3-D Harris
corner detector to find sparse interest points. Each local area is described by
HoG (Histogram of Gradients) and HoF (Histogram of Flow) descriptors [16].
Furthermore, we vector quantize the descriptors by computing memberships with
respect to a descriptor codebook, which is obtained by k-means clustering of
the descriptors in the training set. Then, actionlets categories are learned in an
unsupervised way from histogram of spatial-temporal words [17]. To evaluate the
actionlets encoding results, we manually group actionlets into 5 categories where
each category represents a meaningful action unit, such as “reach the object”,
“grab the object”, and “release the object”. With a codebook size of 50, the
Rand index of clustering is 0.77. (Rand index is a measure of the similarity
between data clustering and ground truth.)

For the tennis game dataset, since the scale of player in the video is very small,
it is difficult to get sufficient local features by using sparse sampling methods.
Here, we use dense trajectories [18] to encode actionlets. For every actionlet, we
sample the initial feature points every w pixels at multiple spatial scales. All
tracking points are obtained by a median filter in a dense optical flow field from
the points in the previous frame. For each trajectory, the descriptor is calculated
in a 3-D volume. Every such volume is divided into sub-volumes. HOG, HOF and
MBH features are then computed for every sub-volume. In our approach, we use
the same parameters indicated in [18]. And the codebook size we used is 1000.
In addition, to remove the noises caused by camera movements and shadows, a
human tracker [19] is used before sampling feature records. For evaluation, we
group 253 actionlets from 40 annotated videos into 10 categories, And the Rand
index of clustering is 0.73.

3 Activity Prediction Model

Here we introduce the model of human activity prediction, which is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Let Σ be the finite set of actionlets, which are unsupervised learned
from videos with appropriate segmentation and clustering methods. And let
Dtraining = {r1, r2, ..., rm} be the training sample set of m sequences over the
actionlet alphabet Σ, where the length of the ith (i = 1, ...,m) sequence is li
(i.e. ri = ri1r

i
2...r

i
li
, rij ∈ Σ). Based on Dtraining, the goal is to learn a model P

that provides a probability assignment p(t) for an ongoing actionlet sequence
t = t1, t2, ..., t‖t‖. To realize this design with maximum prediction power, we
include two aspects of information in the model. One is the causality cue hidden
in the actionlet sequences, which encodes the knowledge about the activity. The
other is the unique predictable characteristic for each kind of human activity,
which answers the questions why a particular activity can be predicted and how
early an activity can be predicted with a satisfiable accuracy.
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3.1 Pattern Knowledge Representation

Causality is an important cue for human activity prediction. So automatic ac-
quisition of causality from sequential actionlets becomes the key. Variable order
Markov Model (VMM) [20] is a category of algorithms for prediction of discrete
sequences. It suits the activity prediction problem well, because it can capture
both large and small order Markov dependencies based on training data. There-
fore, it can encode richer and more flexible causal relationships. Here, we model
complex human activity as a Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) [21] which imple-
ments the single best L-bounded VMM (VMMs of degree L or less) in a fast
and efficient way.

a b c d e 
Ʃ={ } 

    ba 
(.01, .01, .01, .96, .01) 

    a 
(.01, .01, .32, .65, .01) 

    da 
(.01, .01, .96, .01, .01) 

    b 
(.96, .01, .01, .01, .01) 

    c 
(.01, .01, .01, .01, .96) 

    d 
(.485, .01, .485, .01, .01) 

    e 
(.01, .96, .01, .01, .01) 

ɛ 
(.3, .2, .2, .2, .1) 

Fig. 4. An example PST corresponding to the training sequence r = badacebadc over
alphabet Σ = {a, b, c, d, e}. The vector under each node is the probability distribution
over alphabet associated with the actionlets subsequence (in red). (e.g. the probability
to observe d after a subsequence, whose largest suffix in the tree is ba, is 0.96).

The goal of the PST learning algorithm is to generate a conditional probability
distribution γs(σ) to associate a “meaningful” context s ∈ Σ� with next possible
actionlet σ ∈ Σ. We call function γs(σ) the next symbol probability function, and
denote the trained PST model as T , with corresponding suffix set as S consisting
of actionlets sequence of all the nodes. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed building
process of PST, where there are five user specified parameters. Fig. 4 shows an
example PST constructed from a training sequence of actionlets.

3.2 Predictive Accumulative Function

To characterize the predictability of activities, we formulate a Predictive Accu-
mulative Function (PAF) in this section. We want to depict the predictable char-
acteristic of a particular activity. For example, “tennis game” is a late-predictable
problem in the sense that when we observed a long sequence of actionlets per-
formed by two players, the last several strokes will strongly impact the winning
or losing results. In contrast, “drinking water” is an early predictable problem,
since as long as we observed the first actionlet “grabbing a cup”, we probably
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Algorithm 1. Construction of L-bounded PST T (L, Pmin, α, β, λ)

1. Forming candidate suffix set S: Let Dtraining = {r1, r2, ..., rm} be the training
set, and assume s is a subsequence of ri (i = 1, ..., m). If |s| < L and P (s) > Pmin,
then put s in S. Pmin is a user specified minimal probability requirement for an
eligible candidate. P (s) is computed from frequency count.

2. Testing every candidate s ∈ S: For any s ∈ S, test following two conditions:

– (1) P (σ|s) ≥ α, which means the context subsequence s is meaningful for some
actionlet σ. Here, α is defined by user to threshold a conditional appearance.

– (2) P (σ|s)
P (σ|suf(s)) ≥ β, or ≤ 1/β, which means the context s provides extra

information in predicting σ relative to its longest suffix suf(s). β is a user
specified threshold to measure the difference between the candidate and its
direct parent node.

– Then, if s passed above two tests, add s and its suffixes into T .

3. Smoothing the probability distributions to get γs(σ):
For each s labeling a node in T , if P (σ|s) = 0, we assign a minimum probability
λ. In general, the next symbol probability function can be written as:
γs(σ) = (1− |Σ|λ)P (σ|s)+λ. Here, λ is the smoothing factor defined by the user.

can guess the intention. So different activities always have quite different PAFs.
In our model, PAF can be learned automatically from the training data. And
later when do prediction, we use PAF to weight the observed patterns in every
stage of ongoing sequence.

Suppose k ∈ [0, 1] indicates the fraction of beginning portion (prefix) of any se-
quence.D is the training set. LetDk be the set of sequences, where each sequence
consists of the first k percentage of the corresponding r = (r1, r2, ..., rl) ∈ D,
where ri(i = 1, 2, ..., l) ∈ Σ, l is the length of r. We use rpre(k) to represent the
corresponding “prefix” sequence of r in Dk. Obviously |D| = |Dk|.

Given the first k percentage of the sequence observed, the information we gain
can be defined as following:

yk =
H(D)−H(D|Dk)

H(D)
. (2)

Here the entropy H(D) evaluates the uncertainty of a whole sequence, when
no element is observed, and the conditional entropy H(D|Dk) evaluates the
remaining uncertainty of a sequence after first k percentage of sequence are
checked.

H(D) = −
∑

r∈D

pT (r) log pT (r),

H(D|Dk) = −
∑

rpre(k)∈Dk

∑

r∈D

pT (r, rpre(k)) log p
T (r|rpre(k)).

(3)

Since rpre(k) is the “prefix” of r, we have

pT (r, rpre(k)) = pT (r), and pT (r|rpre(k)) =
pT (r, rpre(k))

pT (rpre(k))
=

pT (r)

pT (rpre(k))
. (4)
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From trained PST model T , we write

pT (r) =

‖r‖∏

j=1

γ
s
j−1 (rj), and pT (rpre(k)) =

‖rpre(k)‖∏

j=1

γ
s
j−1 (rpre(k)j). (5)

The nodes of T are labeled by pairs (s, γs), where s is the string associated with
the walk starting from that node and ending in the root of the tree; and γs : Σ →
[0, 1] is the next symbol probability function related with s,

∑
σ∈Σ

γs(σ) = 1.
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Fig. 5. PAFs for depicting predictable characteristics of different activities

Based on above discussions, we can have a sequence of data pair (k, yk) by
sampling k ∈ [0, 1] evenly from 0 to 1. For example, by using 5 percent as interval,
we will collect 20 data pairs. Now we can fit a function fp between variable k
and y, we call it predictive accumulative function: y = fp(k). Function fp depicts
the predictable characteristic of a particular activity. Fig. 5 shows PAFs in two
extreme cases. The curves are generated on simulated data to represent an early
predictable problem and a late predictable problem respectively.

3.3 Final Prediction Model

Given an ongoing sequence t = t1, t2, ..., t‖t‖, we can now construct our prediction
function by using the knowledge learned from Section 3.1 and Section 3.2:

pT (t) =

‖t‖∑

j=1

fp(
‖t1t2...tj‖

‖t‖ ) log γsj−1 (tj), (6)

which computes the weighted log-likelihood of t as the prediction score with the
knowledge of trained PST model T and learned PAF fp.

3.4 Supervised Prediction

Giving an observed ongoing sequence of actionlets, our ultimate goal is to predict
the activity class it belongs to. This problem can fit into the context of supervised
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classification where each class c(c = 1, ..., C) is associated to a prediction model

pT c(t) for which the empirical probabilities are computed over the whole set of
sequences of this class belonging to the training set. Given an ongoing sequence
t = t1, t2, ..., t‖t‖, the sequence t is assigned to the class c0 corresponding to the

prediction model pT c0 for which maximal prediction score has been obtained:

pTc0(t) = Max{pTc(t), c = 1, ...,C}.

4 Experimental Results

In order to test our framework, we consider two experimental scenarios. First,
we test the ability of our approach to predict human activities with middle-level
temporal complexity on MHOI dataset. Second, we test our model at high-level
temporal complexity activities on the tennis game dataset. We show promising
prediction results with our approach on both of these datasets.

4.1 Middle-Level Complex Activity Prediction

Samples in MHOI dataset are about daily activities (e.g. “making phone call”).
This type of activity usually consists of 3 to 5 actionlets and lasts about 5
to 8 seconds, so we call it middle-level complex activity. In this dataset, each
category has 9 or 10 samples. For a particular activity, we use all the samples
in that category as positive set, and randomly select equal number of samples
from remaining categories as negative set. Then we fit the prediction task into
the context of supervised classification problem. To train a prediction model, we
construct an order 5-bounded PST and fit a PAF respectively. To evaluate the
prediction accuracy, we use “leave-one-out” method. Since the sample number
is relatively small, we repeat our experiments 10 times for each activity and
average the performance. In addition, we implemented several previous human
activity prediction approaches to compare them with our method. Three types
of previous prediction model using the same features were implemented: (1)
Dynamic Bag-of-Words model [4], (2) Integral Bag-of-Words model [4], and (3)
a basic SVM-based approach.

Fig. 6 (a) illustrates the process of fitting PAF from training data. It shows
that daily activities such as examples from MHOI dataset are early predictable.
That means the semantic information at early stage strongly exposes the inten-
sion of the whole activity. Fig. 6 (b) illustrates the performance curves of the
implemented 4 methods. The results are averaged over 5 activities. Its X axis
corresponds to the observed ratio of the testing videos, while the Y axis corre-
sponds to the activity recognition accuracy of the system. The figure confirms
that the proposed method has great advantages over other methods. For exam-
ple, after half video observed (about 2 actionlets), our model is able to make a
prediction with the accuracy of 0.9.

Fig. 7 (a) shows detailed performance of our approach over 5 different daily
activities. From the figure, we can see that the activity “Pouring water into con-
tainer” has the best prediction accuracy and earliness. Let’s explain the reason.
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Fig. 6. Activity prediction results on MHOI dataset. (a) shows PAF of daily activity.
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Fig. 7. Global and local prediction for a particular activity in MHOI dataset

In this dataset, after the actors reach the object, they usually then grab the
object and put it close to his or her head. Three activities (“making phone call”,
“drinking water”, and “answering phone call”) share this process in the initial
phase of the activity. So, in the activity “pouring water into container”, after
the 1st common actionlet “reach object”, the 2nd and 3rd constituent action-
lets make the sequence pattern quite distinctive. And Table. 1 shows prediction
accuracy with respect each activity in MHOI dataset. Besides predicting global
activity classes, our model can also make local predictions. That means given
observed actionlet sequence as context, the model can predict the most probable
next actionlet. Fig. 7 (b) shows an example from our experiment results.

4.2 High-Level Complex Activity Prediction

In this experiment, we aim to test the ability of our model to leverage the
temporal structure of human activity. Each sample video in the tennis game
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Table 1. Performance comparisons on MHOI dataset

Methods
Answer phone Make a call Drinking Lighting flash Pouring Water
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50%
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served

30%
ob-

served

50%
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served

30%
ob-

served

50%
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served

Integral BoW [1] 0.38 0.50 0.87 0.80 0.56 0.69 0.63 0.50 0.61 0.78

Dynamic BoW [1] 0.61 0.49 0.84 0.81 0.23 0.27 0.37 0.48 0.30 0.69

SVM 0.47 0.51 0.69 0.66 0.57 0.65 0.83 0.75 0.55 0.82

Our Model 0.64 0.82 0.48 0.83 0.66 0.84 0.83 0.91 0.77 0.97

dataset is corresponding to a point which consists of a sequence of actionlets
(strokes). The length of actionlet sequence of each point can vary from 1 to more
than 20. So the duration of some sample videos may as long as 30 seconds. We
group samples into two categories, winning and losing, with respect to a specific
player. Overall, we have 80 positive and 80 negative samples respectively. Then
a 6-bounded PST and a PAF are trained from data to construct the prediction
model. And the same “leave-one-out” method is used for evaluation.
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Fig. 8. Activity prediction results on tennis game dataset. (a) shows PAF of tennis
game. (b) shows prediction performance of our model. We did not show comparisons
with the other 3 methods because of their inability to handle high-level complex activ-
ity, such as tennis game. Their prediction curves are nearly random, since Bag-of-Words
representation is not discriminative anymore in this situation.

Fig. 8 (a) illustrates the fitted PAF for tennis activity. It shows that ten-
nis games are late predictable. That means the semantic information at late
stage strongly impacts the results of classification. This consists with our com-
mon sense about tennis games. Fig. 8 (b) shows prediction performance of our
method. Here we compare two versions of our model to illustrate the improve-
ment caused by considering predictable characteristic of activity. Since all other
three methods, D-BoW, I-BoW and SVM, failed in prediction on this dataset, we
did not show comparisons. In another word, our model is the only one that has
the capability to predict on high-level complex activity. Table. 2 shows detailed
comparison of 4 methods on two datasets.
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Table 2. Performance comparisons on two datasets. Random guess is 0.5, therefore
the other 3 methods actually perform random guess on tennis game.

Methods
Tennis Game Dataset MHOI dataset

20%
ob-

served

40%
ob-

served

60%
ob-

served

80%
ob-

served

100%
ob-

served

20%
ob-

served

40%
ob-

served

60%
ob-

served

80%
ob-

served

100%
ob-

served

Integral BoW [1] 0.47 0.44 0.53 0.47 0.51 0.61 0.62 0.70 0.69 0.70

Dynamic BoW [1] 0.53 0.55 0.49 0.44 0.48 0.51 0.56 0.60 0.73 0.72

SVM 0.56 0.52 0.51 0.48 0.49 0.54 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.71

Our Model 0.59 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.70 0.67 0.77 0.87 0.88 0.87

4.3 Discussions

In this subsection, we would like to discuss and highlight some aspects of our
proposed activity prediction model:

1. Our approach is a general framework for activity prediction. It can be in-
tegrated with any sequential decomposition methods of complexity activity
with flexible actionlets granularity.

2. Our approach is a brand new method customized to the prediction prob-
lem. Since activity classification and activity prediction are quite different
problems, it is inappropriate to adopt similar bag-of-words paradigm.

3. All the experimental results validate the advantages of utilizing causality
and predictability as prediction driving force, which inspires us to follow
this philosophy principal when design new activity prediction techniques.

4. Compared with the only existing work [4] for activity prediction, our ap-
proach outperforms their method by a large margin on both accuracy and
earliness. The proposed model is the only one that can predict on high-level
complex activities.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to model complex temporal com-
position of actionlets for activity prediction. The major contributions include
a Probabilistic Suffix Tree(PST) for representing various order Markov depen-
dencies between action units; and a Predictive Accumulative Function(PAF)
learned from data to characterize the predictability of each kind of activity. We
have empirically shown that incorporating causality and predictability is par-
ticularly beneficial for predicting both middle-level complex activities as well as
high-level complex activities. Our approach is useful for activities with deep hi-
erarchical structure or repetitive structure. The activities with shallow structure
are not suitable for this model. Also, our approach relies on a good temporal
decomposition and quantization of complex activity, systems with a lot of er-
rors and uncertainty are not welcome. Future directions include combining more
contextual information for activity prediction, such as scene and object.
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